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NONFICTION	

SCIENCE OF JAMES BOND: The Super-Villains, Tech, and Spy-Craft Behind the 
Film and Fiction                                                                                                              
By Mark Brake                                                                                                                
The only Bond companion that considers the films and the fiction in a spy-fi 
way, taking in weapon wizards, the chemistry of death, and threads of nuclear 
paranoia, cyber terrorism, and Bond’s enemies’ obsession with the concept of 
master race. Bestselling author Brake communicates science through film, 
television, print, and radio on five continents, including for NASA, the BBC, the 
Royal Institution, and Sky.                                                                    
Skyhorse * February 2020 * 232 pages 

Also available by Mark Brake from Skyhorse:  

  

SCIENCE OF THE BIG BANG THEORY Rights licensed:  Czech/University Karlov 
SCIENCE OF HARRY POTTER Rights licensed:  German/Riva, French/Editions DeBoeck, Czech/University 
Karlov                                                                                                                                                                       
SCIENCE OF STAR WARS Rights licensed:  Audio/Audible, Czech/University Karlov, Japanese/Kagaku 
Dojin, Russian/Exmo, French/Editions DeBoeck 

 

THE ULTIMATE RETIREMENT BUCKET LIST: 101 Fun Things to Do, Exciting 
Everyday Activities, and Once-in-a- Lifetime Experiences for a Healthier, 
Happier Third Act                                                                                        
By Sarah Billington                                                                                    
This all-in-one package includes retirement-themed habit trackers, medication 
logs, goal-setting sheets and 101 suggestions to build hobbies, deepen 
relationships, and more to make your third act your best act yet. Billington is 
President of the Edwina Ray lifestyle brand of products for mind/body health 
and wellness.                                                                                               
Ulysses Press * January 2020 * 192 pages 

 



CREATING ANNA KARENINA:  Tolstoy and the Birth of Literature’s Most 
Enigmatic Heroine   
By Bob Blaisell  
She is one of the most nuanced characters in world literature and we return 
to her again and again. Blaisdell collects and presents the facts of Tolstoy’s 
daily, family, and literary life during the period that he conceived, drafted, 
abandoned, revised, and rewrote for serialization and book publication this 
masterpiece. Exploring Tolstoy’s letters; the novel’s drafts; his family’s and 
friends’ letters and memoirs, and of course the novel, Blaisell shows where 
Tolstoy’s life and his art intersected in obvious and hidden ways.  Blaisdell is a 
university-level professor of English and is a regular reviewer for the Los 
Angeles Review of Books, San Francisco Chronicle and Christian Science 
Monitor. 
Pegasus * June 2020 * 400 pages w/16-page b&w insert 
 

THE SEARCH FOR LIFE ON MARS: The Greatest Scientific Detective Story of 
All Time  
By Elizabeth Howell and Nicholas Booth 
The next Mars rover will launch in July 2020, landing on the planet’s surface in 
February 2021.  In league with Michio Kaku’s The Future of Humanity, Buzz 
Aldrin’s Mission to Mars, and Christian Davenport’s Space Barons, two award-
winning journalists recounts the search for life on Mars and the mission to 
establish a human outpost there as a detective story. The premise is that 
life will be found on Mars, whether it is ancient and extinct, thriving deep 
within the planet, or human. Howell is one of the few people who has lived in 
a simulated Mars base and emerged to tell the tale. Booth has reported 
for The Times (London), The Observer, and authored numerous books 
including Zigzag, The Thieves of Threadneedle Street, and Race to Mars. The 
youngest Briton to ever work for NASA he’s had unparalleled access to people 
involved in the pioneering era of Mars research. 
Arcade * June 2020 * 382 pages w/16-page color insert 
 

NIGHT FIGHTER: An Insider's Story of Special Ops from Korea to SEAL Team 6                                                                                               
By William H. Hamilton and Charles W. Sasser                                        
After the Iran Hostage Crisis, Hamilton was tasked with creating the finest and 
most unconventional warriors ever seen; he created the training template for 
sea-, air-, and land-dispatched night fighters capable of successfully 
completing any mission anywhere in the world. This treasure trove of true 
adventure is, like American Sniper, the record of a life devoted to patriotic 
service. Sasser was a member of the Special Forces and a Green Beret and is 
the bestselling author of One Shot One Kill and First SEAL.                                  
Skyhorse * March 2020 * 352 pages 

	



STRESS MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK: A Practical Guide to Staying Calm, 
Keeping Cool, and Avoiding Blow-Ups                                                      
By Dr. Eva Selhub                                                                           
Whether it’s about love, work, a problematic marriage, a difficult child, or an 
empty nest, we can get stuck in resentment, frustration, and stress.             
Dr. Selhub will teach you the skills to shift negativity to positivity in seconds, 
zero in on the real cause of your stress and release it to create your calm.  
Selhub is an internationally recognized resilience expert, integrative health 
physician, author, and speaker.                                                                  
Skyhorse * March 2020 * 216 pages 

	

THE HOLY SHROUD:  A Brilliant Hoax in the Time of the Black Death  
By Gary Vikan 
There is no more controversial holy relic than the Shroud of Turin, purported 
to be the burial cloth of Christ. This is the first book to offer compelling 
answers to all its puzzling mysteries: when and where it was made, by whom 
and why, and, most significantly, how it was made. Internationally renowned 
medieval scholar Vikan is the author of Sacred and Stolen: Confessions of a 
Museum Director and From the Holy Land to Graceland. 
Pegasus * May 2020 * 336 pages w/16 page insert 
	

SEARCHING FOR A MESSIAH: Unlocking the Psalms of Solomon and 
Humanity’s Quest for a Savior   
By Barrie Wilson 
Thought-provoking religious history from the acclaimed author of How Jesus 
Became a Christian and The Lost Gospel. Wilson takes us back to the 
beginning and reveals how the collective search for a messiah throughout 
modern human history has been fundamentally flawed.  Jesus himself 
rejected the idea of an external fixer, formulating his teachings to focus on 
“the messiah within.” But over the centuries, the messianic quest emerged 
most acutely when people experienced a sense of powerlessness and 
desperation.   
Pegasus * August 2020 * 360 pages w/8-page insert 
	



RANDOM TABLES:  CITIES AND TOWNS – The Game Master’s Companion 
for Developing Inns, Shops, Taverns, Settlements, and More                                                                                                              
By Dr. Timm Woods                                                                                               
Woods has created a utility book for fans of tabletop role-playing games 
like Dungeons & Dragons, allowing Game Masters to generate on-the-fly 
content for adventurers traveling, shopping, or simply passing through. 
Author is a full time professional D&D master.                                          
Ulysses Press * March 2020 * 144 pages  

 

FUTURE MINDS:  The Rise of Intelligence from the Big Bang to the End of 
the Universe                                                                                      
By Richard Yonck                                                                               
Futurist and bestselling author Yonk challenges our assumptions about 
intelligence: what is it, how did it come to exist, what is its place in the 
development of life on Earth and possibly throughout the cosmos? Will 
we discover other forms of intelligence, or are destined to go it alone? AI, 
chatbots, innovations in brain-computer interfaces, and the possibility of 
super intelligences leading to the Singularity later this century: 
our growth is uncontrollable and irreversible, resulting in unfathomable 
changes to human civilization.                                                                     
Arcade * March 2020 * 336 pages 

Also available by Richard Yonck from Arcade: 

 
Rights licensed: English Audio/Tantor, Chinese Simplex/Shanghai Dook, Chinese 
Complex/Business Weekly Publications, Russian/EXMO, Turkish/Paloma 

	



BUSINESS	
RETIREMENT BY DESIGN:  A Guided Workbook for Creating a Happy and 
Purposeful Future                                                                                      
By Ida Abbott                                                                                                   
Professional coach Abbott shows how the five principles of design thinking can 
revolutionize the retirement-planning process: Empathy -- What will be 
important to retired self?; Define – What will be most critical to your focus 
(volunteering, family, activities, skills, etc); Ideate – Brainstorm different 
retirement scenarios; Prototype -- If retiring far away sounds perfect, try it out 
with short trips and trial time off; Test --  Go back to the drawing board for 
more retirement scenarios and future versions of yourself before making any 
life-changing decisions.                                                                             
Ulysses Press * February 2020 * 224 pages 

 
THE CONTENT MARKETING HANDBOOK                                                                  
By Robert W. Bly                                                                                                   
Sharing insights from more than 40 years planning and producing hundreds of 
content marketing campaigns, Bly helps entrepreneurs, marketers, and small 
business owners understand the true role of content.  Bly helps them avoid 
wasting time and money by giving it away with no ROI. Bly’s EP books have sold 
more than 550,000 copies.                                                                             
Entrepreneur Press * March 2020 * 220 pages 

Also available by Robert W. Bly from Entrepreneur Press: 

 
THE MARKETING PLAN HANDBOOK Rights licensed: Chinese-Simplex/Grand China Publishing 

 

 THE FINANCIAL ANXIETY SOLUTION:  A Step-by-Step Workbook to Stop 
Worrying About Money, Take Control of Your Finances, and Live a Happier 
Life                                                                                                            
By Lindsay Bryan-Podvin                                                                             
Financial anxiety is the #2 stresser for adults worldwide.  Financial therapist 
Bryan-Podvin helps readers use cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) techniques 
to develop anxiety coping skills, interactive quizzes to help identify “pain 
points” of stress, mindfulness exercises to calm a worried mind, popular 
money-management techniques that can help turn the page on financial 
anxiety.                                                                                                                      
Ulysses Press * February 2020 * 184 pages 

 



CANNABIS CAPITAL                                                                                                      
By Ross O’Brien; Forward by Vincente Fox, former President of Mexico       
An explosion of entrepreneurship in the cannabis industry means a great 
amount of capital flowing into the sector globally. Cannabis business owners 
must understand how to secure funding in the face of regulatory changes and 
complex restrictions of doing business. O’Brien imparts three dimensions of 
insight: practical resources, best practices, and investor perspectives. He is 
founder of Bonaventure Equity with a long career advising on transactions 
including debt and equity.                                                                         
Entrepreneur Press * February 2020 * 220 pages 

 

CAREER REHAB                                                                                                             
By Kanika Tolver                                                                                          
Professional career coach and motivational speaker Tolver helps reader 
rethink ¨re-vision¨ and rehab their careers with a fresh perspective on the 
diverse needs of today’s workforce. She offers a “choose your own 
adventure” style of career planning based on age, demographic, skillset, and, 
goals.  Includes quizzes, worksheets, and step-by-step planning tools. Tolver 
has coached in companies like Amazon, Microsoft, and Bank of America and 
many Federal Government agencies. Tolver has been featured on CNN, CBS 
Radio, The Washington Post, Entrepreneur and Glassdoor.                                                                                                        
Entrepreneur Press * February 2020 * 200 pages 

 

INTROVERT’S GUIDE TO THE WORKPLACE:  Concrete Strategies for Bosses 
and Employees to Thrive and Succeed                                                       
By Thea Orozco                                                                                                            
It’s not uncommon to feel out of place in the workplace, an arena customarily 
dominated by outsize personalities. Life coach Orozco provides actionable tips 
and advice on topics including interview anxiety, salary negotiation, 
connecting at networking events, being heard and noticed, navigating difficult 
social situations, and becoming an effective leader using your quiet brilliance. 
Orozco is herself an extreme introvert who has coached Academy Award 
winners and Disney performing artists.                                                                                             
Skyhorse * April 2020 * 272 pages 

	



LIFESTYLE	
ALMOST KETO:  Lose Weight and Get Healthy with Clean Keto Foods and 
Less Fat                                                                                                                           
By Aimee Aristotelous & Dr. Kenneth Akey                                                     
Keto’s 70–80% fat intake requirement can be unsustainable, even unhealthy. 
Here is a lower-fat, higher-fiber, higher-micro-nutrient nutrition plan that still 
features cleaner keto-approved foods designed to yield positive weight loss 
and blood sugar level results. Certified nutritionists Aristotelous and Akey 
have been featured in numerous print outlets including Health Magazine, The 
National Celiac Association, and in over fifty nutrition & cooking segments.                                                                                               
Skyhorse * February 2020 * 304 pages/75 color photos 

	
CHAIR YOGA FOR SENIORS:  Stretches and Poses that You Can Do Sitting 
Down at Home                                                                                                             
By Lynn Lehmkuhl                                                                                                    
Chair yoga, (yoga while seated) allows anyone to make daily exercise a reality 
without the fear of falling.  World-famous professional yoga instructor 
Lehmkuhl outlines the physical and mental benefits that come with practicing 
daily. She provides instructions for full body warm ups, joint rolls, beginner 
routines, intermediate routines, expert routines, full body cool-downs. 
Lehmkuhl specializes in chair and therapeutic yoga to bring this ancient art to 
those who suffer from physical or cognitive impairments.                                                                                                       
Skyhorse * February 2020 * 164 pages with 40 full-color photos 

	

HAPPY PRETTY MESSY: Cultivating Beauty and Bravery When Life Gets 
Tough                                                                                                                             
By Natalie Wise                                                                                                      
When setbacks and tragedies – big or little -- are the order of the day, Wise 
offers a refresher course on how to be find big value in the little things.  Learn 
Wise’s secrets to practicing the “everyday arts” -- calibrate your inner self, 
cultivate purpose, capture memories, and celebrate all milestones. Wise is a 
bestselling author and style expert.                                                               
Skyhorse * April 2020 * 192 pages with color illustrations throughout 

Also available by Natalie Wise from Skyhorse: 

                                                                              
GIFTS IN JARS Rights licensed: Book Clubs/Bookspan 

 

	





THE SELF-LOVE WORKBOOK FOR TEENS:  A Transformative Guide to Boost 
Self-Esteem, Build Healthy Mindsets, and Embrace Your True Self              
By Dr. Shainna Ali                                                                                         
Teen life is 100% stressful: worry about looks, performance in school, 
changing relationships with friends and family, navigating the mire of social 
media, societal pressure. Designed to combat the anxiety epidemic in teens, 
Ali offers guided activities, real-world advice, and research-backed exercises, 
lessons.  A Ulysses bestseller, Dr. Ali is a high-profile mental health counselor, 
and clinical supervisor.                                                                                         

Ulysses Press * March 2020 * 184 pages                                                                          
Also available by Shainna Ali from Ulysses Press:	 

GRACE AND OAK                                                                                                          
By Kristen Helms and Meg Stone                                                                                        
Like Rupi Kaur’s Milk and Honey and Clow Wade’s Heart Talk, the authors 
combine prose with stunning photography as a love letter to women pursuing 
their passions. Helms founded Tribe Magazine; and is the author 
of Boardroom to Baby. Stone’s fashion and lifestyle photography work has 
been featured in Elle Spain, Southern Living Magazine, and more.               
Dover * March 2020 * 176 pages 

  

 

MIND/BODY/SPIRIT/SELF-DEVELOPMENT	

HERE TO MAKE FRIENDS: How to Make Friends as an Adult                                                                                                                        
By Hope Kelaher                                                                                                            
The perfect book for learning how to move past adulthood’s lonely stages and 
into lasting, fulfilling friendships. Skip the small talk, learn how to build a 
supportive community, engage with new people, and cultivate authentic, 
friendships. The author is an individual, couples, and family therapist.                        
Ulysses Press * January 2020 * 208 pages 

 



 
OWN YOUR GREATNESS: Overcome Impostor Syndrome, Beat Self-Doubt, 
and Succeed in Life                                                                                                                 
By Drs. Richard & Linda Orbé-Austin                                                                        
Imposter syndrome affects up to 70% of adults: it is the inability to 
acknowledge one’s own successes and skills, to overcome the feeling of being 
a fraud, living in constant fear of being unmasked. In this first book of its kind 
the authors, both high-profile therapists and career coaches, pack this book 
full of research- and therapy- backed exercises, prompts, and activities. These 
will help the reader identify the root cause of imposter syndrome; recognize 
natural skills and strengths; gain the confidence to speak up and to lead; and 
feel comfortable receiving and giving praise.                                                             
Ulysses Press * April 2020 * 184 pages 

 

LIVING LOVE                                                                                                                        
By Victoria Price                                                                                                          
The fear of not being enough can lead us to feeling stuck, frustrated, angry, 
defeated. Price encourages us to live as if -- as if we are the amazing, loving, 
loved, and extraordinary person we know we can be. She offers healing, love 
-based practices of joy, gratitude, presence and forgiveness. A media darling, 
Price is the critically acclaimed author of Vincent Price: A Daughter's 
Biography and a popular inspirational speaker on self- care topics.                                                                                               
Dover/Ixiz * Pub Date? * Pages? 

Also available by Victoria Price from Dover/Ixia:  

  

THE WAY OF BEING LOST Rights licensed: English Audio/Dreamscape 

 

                                                                                                                                                        
                                                     

 

FACING YOUR FEARS: A Navy SEAL's Guide to Conquering Your Doubts          
By Don Mann                                                                                                                
New York Times bestselling author and former Navy SEAL Mann teaches how 
to achieve success in every aspect of life using techniques employed by Navy 
SEALs. Practical advice, inspirational quotes, engaging stories, and affirmative 
anecdotes give readers the tools they need to triumph in the face of 
adversity. Sought-after motivational speaker Mann is the author of 14 books 
of fiction and nonfiction, including Inside SEAL Team Six: My Life and Missions 
with America’s Elite Warriors; The U.S. Navy SEAL Survival Handbook, 
and SEAL Team Six: Hunt the Wolf.                                                                                             
Skyhorse * March 2020 * 144 pages  

	



FICTION	
BLACK SUN RISING                                                                                                                     
By Matthew Carr                                                                                                       
Carr combines historical events and characters with a dark detective story of 
eugenics, racism and nationalist paranoia. Barcelona, summer 1909: scientist 
and explorer Randolph Foulkes is blown up in a terrorist bomb attack, and 
former detective Harry Lawton is hired by the his widow to probe Foulkes’ 
connections to the mysterious Explorers Club, the Barcelona political police, 
and an eccentric Austrian hypnotist as he races against time and enemies 
preparing for the devastating war to come. Carr is the author of one previous 
novel, The Devils of Cardona (Riverhead, 2016; French/Sonatine; New York 
Times Editors’ Choice), and nonfiction from The New Press including The 
Infernal Machine: A History of Terrorism (French/D’Ormesson), Blood and 
Faith: The Purging of Muslim Spain (Arabid/Kslims, Turkish/Alfa Yaninlan), 
and The Savage Frontier (Chinese/Marco Polo Press).                                                               
Pegasus * August 2020 * 356 pages 

                                                                                           	

THE LAST BLUE                                                                                                                        
By Isla Morley                                                                                                          
“Firmly establishes Morley in the pantheon of such insightful authors as Chris Bohjalian, Sue 
Miller, and Anita Shreve.” -- Booklist (on Above)                                                                                
In 1937 there are still unexplored parts of Appalachia. When government-
sponsored writer/photographer teams of documentarians are dispatched to 
penetrate this wilderness what they find will haunt them into old age: a blue 
woman isolated from society and persecuted her whole life. She and the 
photographer accustomed to keeping a camera-lens distance from others, 
propel a potent and mesmerizing love story in which the dark shades of 
betrayal, prejudice, and guilt are blended with courage. Inspired by the 
fascinating real case of “the Blue People of Kentucky;” Morley is the author 
of Come Sunday (Kafka Prize, Commonwealth Prize, British/Hodder, Chinese 
Complex/Shy Mau, Chinese Simplex/Changjiang, Dutch/DeKern, 
German/Rowholt, Spanish/Belacqva), and Above (British/Hodder).         
Pegasus * May 2020 * 304 pages 

                                                                                     	



WOLF                                                                                                       
By Herbert J. Stern & Alan A. Winter                                                          
In 1918 Friedrich Richard is an amnesiac soldier who encounters Adolf Hitler 
in the mental ward at Pasewalk Hospital. Hitler, a diagnosed psychopath 
suffering from hysterical blindness becomes dependent upon Friedrich and an 
unbreakable bond is formed. Over the course of their 15-year friendship 
Friedrich witnesses Hitler turn from quiet painter to megalomaniacal 
dictator.  Using brand-new historical research and never-before-seen photos, 
the authors construct a realistic portrait of Hitler’s evolution into a monster. 
Stern’s novel Judgment in Berlin won the Freedom Foundation Award and 
went to film starring Martin Sheen and Sean Penn. Winter is acclaimed author 
of four novels, including Savior’s Day, a Kirkus Best Book of 2013.                                                                                     
Skyhorse * February 2020 * 432 pages 

           Skyhorse * February 2020 * 432 pages  

 

RAPHAEL, PAINTER IN ROME 
By Stephanie Storey                                                                                
The story of the creation of Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel ceiling as never 
told: through the eyes of Michelangelo’s fiercest rival—the young, beautiful, 
brilliant painter of perfection, Raphael. Storey brings to vivid life these two 
Renaissance masters going head to head in the deadly halls of the Vatican. 
Storey is the author of the acclaimed Oil and Marble: a Novel of Leonardo and 
Michelangelo, translated into six languages, and in development as a feature 
film by Pioneer Pictures.                                                                                      
Arcade * April 2020 * 320 pages                                                                  
Also available by Stephanie Storey from Arcade: 

 

 

Rights licensed: Czech/Euromedia Group, Portuguese/Editora 2020, Russian/Mann-Ivanov-Ferber 
Pub, Slovak/Euromedia Group, Spanish/Ediciones Pamies, Turkish/Maya Kitap 



CRIME/MYSTERY/THRILLER 

C	

THE GIRLS WEEKEND                                                                                                   
By Jody Gehram                                                                                                            
"A powerful critique of a superficial society in which only those with youth and beauty command 
notice." -- Publishers Weekly (on Watch Me)                                                                                                

Their reunion just became a crime scene.  For fans of Ruth Ware (The Woman 
in Cabin 10) and Lucy Foley (The Hunting Party), a riveting locked-room 
mystery about five college friends eager to reunite after years apart -- only to 
be ripped apart again when their host's disappearance unearths dark secrets 
and toxic grudges. Gehrman's YA novel, Babe in Boyland, was optioned by the 
Disney Channel. An accomplished playwright, she is an Ebell Playwrights Prize 
winner.                                                                                                                  
Crooked Lane * June 2020 * 288 pages 

 
 

AN INCONVENIENT WOMAN                                                                                     
By Stephanie Buelens 
James Patterson: “Beautifully written and suspenseful from the chilling opening until the end.” 
Nelson DeMille: “Tense, taut, and tightly plotted; fully developed characters who may or may not be 
telling the whole truth.  A true mind-twister that will keep you guessing to the end.”  
Claire Fontaine is convinced that her ex-husband killed their teenage daughter 
and that he’s capable of killing again. When he moves in with another woman, 
to play stepfather for a girl the same age as the one she lost, Claire tries 
desperately to warn the new bride. Sloane Wilson, a “sin eater,” who cleans 
up inconvenient situations. Is hired to investigate and uncovers a history of 
trauma that casts aspersions on all concerned. Buelens lives in Paris and Los 
Angeles working as an actress, interpreter, translator, business consultant, 
language instructor, and author.                                                                                                             
Scarlet * August 2020 * 288 pages 

Rights licensed: Audio/Blackstone, British/Quercus, Russian/Exmo 

 



WHAT LIES BENEATH                                                                                                   
By J.G. Heatherton                                                                                                      
“Chilling, creepy, atmospheric…Hetherton’s tale of murder, cruelty and small-town psychopathology 
grips onto you hard and fast and doesn’t ever let go…Outstanding…Not to be missed!” — Owen 
Laukkanen, author of The Professionals and The Forgotten Girls (The Stevens and Windermere 
Series)                                                                                                                                   
The deeply flawed but intrepid Laura Chambers finds herself lost in the deadly 
webs of small-town secrets as she hunts for the truth about her father, who 
disappeared several years ago, and a dead woman – linked somehow to her 
father --whose last call was to Laura.                                                                    
Crooked Lane * July 2020 * 304 pages 

   Also available by J.G. Heatherton from Crooked Lane: 

             

Rights licensed: Audio/Blackstone 

 

A DESPERATE PLACE: A McKenna and Riggs Novel, Book 1                      
Jennifer Greer                                                                                                                
"A nonstop thrill ride! Greer has given us one of the most memorable hero teams in recent crime 
fiction!" -- Jeffrey Deaver                                                                                               
Perfect for fans of Tess Gerritsen, Kathy Reichs, and Catherine Coulter, Greer’s 
explosive debut thriller with a medical angle and a crime that will shake you 
to the core. Three separate homicides. Three unrelated victims. One grisly 
secret. Crime reporter Whit McKenna teams up with Medical Examiner Katie 
Riggs in a small town trying to endure and then recover from a serial killer.                                 
Crooked Lane * May 2020 * 304 pages 

 
 
 

WILDLAND                                                                                                                      
By Rebecca Hodge                                                                                                 
Breast cancer-survivor Kat Jamison retreats to the Blue Ridge Mountains when 
her cancer returns; continue to fight, or give up?  Her contemplative solitude 
is shattered when she struggles to save two children and two dogs from a 
wildfire – and rediscover her own burning will to survive. An exhilarating 
debut for fans of Erica Ferencik (The River at Night) and Gin Phillips (The Well 
and the Mine).                                                                                                      
Crooked Lane * February 2020 * 336 pages 

 



SOMEWHERE IN THE DARK                                                                                        
By R. J. Jacobs                                                                                                           
"Jacobs, a psychologist himself, delivers a compulsively readable yet complex thriller, filled with red 
herrings, plenty of action, and an appealing but deeply flawed protagonist.” Publishers Weekly (on And 
Then You Were Gone)                                                                                                                                       
Jacobs explores lives on the brink of disaster, for fans of Behind Closed Doors 
and The Good Girl. After a childhood marred by neglect, and therapy for her 
inappropriate attachment/boundary disorder, Jessie Duval is thriving. But all 
that changes when Jessie meets singer Shelly James – again. Jesse was once 
obsessed with Shelley. When Shelly is found dead, the police close in on 
Jessie, the perfect scapegoat. Jacob is a practicing psychologist who routinely 
performs PTSD evaluations for veterans.                                                       
Crooked Lane * July 2020 * 272 pages 

Also available by R.J. Jacobs from Crooked Lane:  

 
Rights licensed:  British/Headline, Canada/HarperCollins, French/Saint-Jean, Russian/EKSMO 

 

HUNTING GROUND                                                                                                            
By Meghan Holloway                                                                                           
“Stirring and skillfully-told and plotted.”— Mark Sullivan, Beneath a Scarlet Sky                            
“Holloway weaves a visceral tale of unyielding love and epic valor.” – Pam Jenoff, Lost Girls of Paris  

Holloway’s contemporary is suffused with sacred Native American mysteries 
that tie to the present.  Police Officer Hector Lewis’s wife and daughter 
vanished 15 years ago.  He has always been the prime suspect.  But suddenly 
women are going missing again and museum curator Evelyn Hutto unearths a 
chilling collection of Native American art that connects to one man.  As winter 
whittles Montana to bone and ice, the body count rises and the two become 
locked in a deadly game of cat and mouse with a diabolical killer as cunning as 
he is charismatic.  Holloway is the acclaimed author of Once More Unto the 
Breach.                                                                                                                        
Polis * May 2020 * 320 pages	

COVER	UNDER	
CONSTRUCTION	



 
EVERY NOW AND THEN                                                                                              
By Lesley Kagen                                                                                                       
From the New York Times bestselling author of Whispering in the Dark, an 
atmospheric coming-of-age mystery about three girlfriends in the summer 
of 1960 whose search for a killer changes everything forever. Six decades 
later, Biz, now a bestselling novelist recalls that long-ago summer and how it 
still haunts them as she reflects on the timelessness of grief and guilt -- and 
the everlasting hope for redemption. Kagen has been published in Chinese-
Simplex/Jia-Zi, Chinese-Complex/Ecus, Dutch/House of Books, 
German/Bertelsmann Club, Italian/Ponte Alle Grazie, Russian/Phantom, and 
Turkish/Marit. Kagen’s books regularly become Amazon Top 100 Bestsellers.                                                                                                    
Crooked Lane * July 2020 * 336 pages 

 

IT WILL JUST BE US                                                                                                    
By Jo Kaplan                                                                                                 
A terrifying gothic horror novel about two sisters and a haunted house that 
never sleeps, perfect for fans of Shirley Jackson. Sam Wakefield’s ancestral 
home, a decaying mansion built on the edge of a swamp, isn’t a place for 
children. But when her pregnant sister Elizabeth moves in after a fight with 
her husband, something in the house shifts. As Elizabeth’s due date 
approaches, Sam must unravel the mysteries of Wakefield before her sister 
brings new life into a house marked by death. Kaplan’s fiction has appeared 
in high-profile collections; this is her debut novel.                                                  
Crooked Lane * September 2020 * 304 pages 

 

	



BEFORE FAMILIAR WOODS                                                                                        
By Ian Pisarcik                                                                                                             
For fans of Where All the Light Tends to Go and Grist Mill Road), Pisarcik's 
haunting debut novel explores the inescapable secrets that cripple families. 
On the outskirts of a town too tired for its own good, two boys are found 
dead inside a tent. Three years later, their fathers have disappeared, 
too. These unsettled and interconnected lives hurtle towards a devastating 
conclusion in a dying Vermont town has more secrets than should be 
possible -- and plenty of people who will do anything to keep them hidden.                                                                                                       
Crooked Lane * March 2020 * 288 pages 

 

YOU WILL NEVER KNOW                                                                                             
By Sophia Prentiss                                                                                                         
After a lifetime of hardship, Jessica Thornton finally has the life she’s dreamed 
of. But a series of disturbances brings Jessica to question whether her dreams 
ever actually came true, or whether they’ve just been delusions all along . . . 
and when a private investigator comes to look into the death of her first 
husband, her last foundation of truth slips suddenly away. Sophia Prentiss is 
the pseudonym of a New York Times best-selling author living and writing in 
New England.                                                                                                         
Scarlet * September 2020 * 288 pages 

Rights licensed: Audio/Blackstone 

  

 

SHADOWS IN TIME 
By Julie McElwain 
“Outstanding. Perfect pacing.” —PW (starred) 
“If the Outlander series were written by Lisa Gardner, this would be the result.”—Criminal Element 
In 1816 London, Kendra Donovan tries to track down a missing man, but also 
finds trouble brewing closer to home in the fifth book in Julie McElwain’s 
riveting time-travel mystery series. Bestselling author McElwain is also the 
editor of Soaps in Depth, a national soap opera magazine covering the No. 1 
daytime drama, The Young and the Restless. 
Pegasus * August 2020 * 464 pages  
Also available by Julie McElwain from Pegasus: 

                                                                                
FOR ALL MCELWAIN TITLES Rights licensed:  English Large Print/Thorndike, Japenese/Oakla Pub, 
English Audio/Tantor                                                                                                                                                      	

	



THE SECRETS THEY LEFT BEHIND                                                                     
By Lissa Marie Redmond                                                                        
Three missing college girls, no leads, and a vault of dark secrets set the stage 
for this nail-biting procedural from former cold-case homicide detective, 
acclaimed author, and television personality Lissa Marie Redmond. Posing as a 
student to dig up leads, Police Office Shea O'Connor realizes the track is far 
colder than anybody thought and that whoever was behind the girls' 
disappearance now have their crosshairs on her. Redmond’s Cold 
Case Investigation Series was published by Midnight Ink Books.                                                                            
Crooked Lane * April 2020 * 336 pages 

 

LINE OF SIGHT                                                                                                               
By James Queally                                                                                                  
Former crime reporter turned private investigator Russel Avery has a 
miserable job keeping crooked cops safe from Internal Affairs investigations. 
But when he’s given a cell phone video chronicling the kind of use-of-force 
incident that set American cities on fire in recent years, and when the young 
black man who filmed the video dies, Avery races to pull together the biggest 
story of his life -- before the city he needs to tell it to burns down around him. 
Queally is an award-winning crime reporter for the Los Angeles Times. He has 
covered homicides, national use-of-force controversies, and the 
BlackLivesMatter movement. His short stories have been widely published; 
this is his debut novel.                                                                                           
Polis* March 2020 * 320 pages 

UNDOCUMENTED                                                                                                          
By Johnny Shaw                                                                                                      
Strong and evocative crime fiction about migrants forced to live in the 
shadows.  The lives of three Mexican immigrants living in Los Angeles intersect 
through terrifying circumstance that clarify and contrast the horrors of their 
existence.  Nominated for the Anthony Award three times, winning in 2013 for 
Big Maria, Shaw was born and raised on the Calexico/Mexicali border; he is the 
author of six novels including the Jimmy Veeder Fiasco border novels (Thomas 
& Mercer) and has been translated into German/Amazon Germany and 
Japanese/Oakla.                                                                                               
Agora/Polis Books * Summer 2020 * 336 
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THE MONSTERS WE MAKE                                                                                         
By Kali White                                                                                                                   
" White takes a child's greatest fear and a parent's worst nightmare and delivers an addictive novel that 
must be read with the lights on." - Heather Gudenkauf, Before She Was Found                              
For fans of The Enchanted and The Couple Next Door, White’s richly 
atmospheric debut thriller has a nostalgic, pre-digital, true-crime twist and is 
set in the 1980's. Told through interwoven perspectives, it follows the 
disappearances of two paperboys from a small Midwestern town.  Based on 
the real-life Des Moines Register paperboy kidnappings in the early 1980's, 
White deftly explores the effects of one crime exposing another and the 
secrets that poison friendships, families, and the people who keep them.                                                                                                                       
Crooked Lane * June 2020 * 288 pages 

 
 

SHADOWS DEEP                                                                                                           
By Sung J. Woo                                                                                                               
“A writer of deep pathos and empathy.” – Kirkus * “A brilliant writing.” – Stewart O’Nan * “Woo’s 
characters embody truth, tenderness, and yearning.” – Min Jin Lee, Panchinko 
Korean adoptee Siobhan O’Brien has spent much of her life explaining her 
name and her family to strangers, but her more pressing problem is the PI 
agency that her dead boss unexpectedly bequeathed to her. Easing into 
middle age, Siobhan would generally rather have a donut than a romance, but 
when an old friend and fellow adoptee asks Siobhan to find her daughter who 
has disappeared from her dorm room, she delves deep and encounters 
campus politics, vegan cooking that just might kill her, possibly deadly yoga 
poses, and politely dangerous billionaires. This first in a new series introduces 
an irresistible PI heroine in the tradition of Sue Grafton’s Kinsey Millhone.  
Woo is the author of Everything Asian and Love Love. 
Polis * May 2020 * 320 pages 
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